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Abstract
A new formulation of duality for pairs of stopping times is given. This formulation is con-
structive in that it provides a method for generating examples of dual times. We also use it to
form the basis for a direct sample path proof of the Spitzer{Pollaczek factorization associated
with a dual pair. The Spitzer{Pollaczek factorization relates, in a single expression, the distribu-
tions of a dual pair of times and the distribution of a random walk at each of these times. The
accepted probabilistic derivation introduces an independent geometric time. The direct approach
here omits this step and in doing so allows a separate treatment of the stopping time and the
stopped random walk distributions and provides clear interpretations for the identities that arise.
This novel look at duality makes clear further generalizations of the Spitzer{Pollaczek factor-
ization which must hold and we conclude by proving a matrix factorization associated with a
Markov-modulated random walk on Rd. c© 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
1. Introduction
In a random walk context, a duality relation is one which connects statements for
sample paths to equivalent statements for the reversed paths. Such relations have had an
important role in several areas of probability, including, for example, queueing theory
and the study of Wiener{Hopf integral equations.
As an example, consider a random walk Sn on R1. Let + and − denote the rst
(strict) ascending and rst (weak) descending ladder epochs dened by
+ := inffn>0: Sn>0g; − := inffn>0: Sn60g:
Let n+ be the nth (strict) ascending ladder epoch, meaning
n+ := inffi>n−1+ : Si>Sn−1+ g:
Then a duality relation (between + and −) is the following: the set of paths for which
n is an ascending ladder epoch, viewed in reverse is the set of paths such that n<−.
It is this relation which underlies all (probabilistic) proofs of the Spitzer{Pollaczek
factorization which we will discuss shortly.
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Greenwood and Shaked formulated the concept of dual times for a random walk
in Rd which includes the classical ladder epochs as a special case. Amongst other
results they show in their paper (Greenwood and Shaked, 1978) that the celebrated
Spitzer{Pollaczek factorization holds in this more general framework.
The main result of this paper is to provide an alternative formulation of Greenwood{
Shaked duality { one which focuses attention on a single occurrence of a dual time. Key
to this characterization is the identication of an intrinsic splitting time with respect
to which the sample paths of the random walk can be decomposed. This equivalent
denition is directly informative about duality and gives insight which we believe will
be useful more generally. To demonstrate this we show how to use our new denition
to construct dual times and give several examples. Furthermore, we provide a purely
sample path proof of the Spitzer{Pollaczek factorization and in so doing demonstrate
that it is a direct and simple consequence of duality. We also show how this can be
readily extended to a factorization for a Markov-modulated random walk on Rd.
The Spitzer{Pollaczek factorization for a distribution F on R1 has a long history
in applied probability (see, e.g. Feller, 1971). It is fundamental in the study of such
diverse areas as queuing theory, branching processes and renewal theory, among others.
The result itself is most protably studied in a random walk context. Let F be the step
distribution of the random walk Sn on R1. Then the factorization yields
F =G+ + G− − G+ G−; (1)
where G+ and G− are the (possibly defective) distributions of S+ and S− .
Various proofs of Eq. (1) and its Fourier analytic equivalent can be found in the
literature (see Asmussen, 1989; Feller, 1971; Greenwood and Shaked, 1978; Kennedy,
1994). In Greenwood and Shaked (1978), the factorization is not interpreted directly
but via decompositions of the walk at an independent geometric time. Their starting
point is an extension of Feller's duality lemma (see Feller, 1971, p. 395). Asmussen
(1989) gives an alternative proof of Eq. (1) by using an identity of Pitman (1974)
involving expected occupation times. Thus, both these treatments begin by calling on
a distributional result.
The approach of this paper is foreshadowed in Kennedy (1994). See also Le Gall
(1989). Kennedy (1994) gives a simple and intuitive sample path proof of Eq. (1)
for the classical dual times the ladder epochs of a random walk on R1. However, in
focusing attention on the space result (i.e. the relationship of the stopped random walk
distributions) much of the real story of duality was missed and the point about which
the path decomposed not fully characterized. For a full-sample path appreciation of
the factorization one must rst look to the time results and this leads us to alternative
formulation of the duality relation.
The advantage of our viewpoint becomes very apparent when one examines the
Spitzer{Pollaczek factorization in a more general framework. For example, the matrix
extension of Eq. (1) to include Markov-modulated random walks on R1 is of increasing
importance in applied probability. (See Arjas and Speed (1973) for the rst basic results
and the survey in Asmussen, 1989 and references therein.) The approach adopted in this
paper makes it very clear how to proceed to obtain the matrix factorization associated
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with a dual pair of any random walk on a Markov chain. This result is the subject of
Section 7.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins by xing notation and reviewing
Greenwood and Shaked's (1978) denition of duality for a pair of times. Theorem 1
provides the promised alternative formulation of duality. Corollary 2 shows how this
reformulation can be used to construct dual times. Section 3 contains the proof of
Theorem 1. This is fairly technical and can be skipped as later sections do not depend
on it. The Spitzer{Pollaczek factorization is reviewed in Section 4 and the distribu-
tional relationships between the stopping times and the space variables are discussed
separately in Sections 5 and 6. In Section 7 we consider the extension of the space
identity to the matrix case.
2. Denition and construction of dual stopping times
In what follows, we adopt the terms and notation of Greenwood and Shaked (1978),
and the reader is referred there for a discussion of several of the properties of dual
times. The presentation in this and the next section is more general than that of
Greenwood and Shaked, although their results extend immediately to this more ab-
stract setting. Note, in particular, that we will not impose any measurability conditions
until, in Section 4, we consider the consequences of duality for a random walk in Rd.
Let E be some abstract space and take 
 to be the sequence space of `paths' on
E; 
= f(x1; x2; : : :); xi 2Eg and denote the co-ordinate maps by Xi :
!E where
Xi(!)= xi. For each (positive integer) n let rn denote the map on 
 dened by
rn!= rn(!) := rn(x1; : : : ; xn; xn+1; : : :)= (xn; : : : ; x1; xn+1; : : :). For each k, let k :
!

denote the shift map dened by k(!) := k(x1; x2; : : :)= (xk+1; xk+2; : : :).
We say that a map  :
!f0; 1; : : : ;1g is a sequence stopping time if, whenever
(!)= n and Xi(!)=Xi(!0); i6n, then (!0)= n. In subsequent discussions we shall
often, for a given sequence stopping time , use the phrase `a (forward) ' to mean the
nite sequence (x1; : : : ; x), and `a reversed ' to mean the nite sequence (x; : : : ; x1).
Given any sequence stopping time , let 0 = 0 and for n>1 let n+1 = n +   n .
(Note   n is  for the shifted path n(!)= (x1+n ; x2+n ; : : :).) Let M denote the set
(0; 1; 2; : : :). By Mk we will mean the set M for k(!); !2
.
Denition 1 (Greenwood and Shaked). Let  and  be sequence stopping times for E.
We say that  is dual to  if,
f!: n2M!g= f!: n<rn!g for each n: (2)
Clearly, there is at most one  dual to . It is shown in Greenwood and Shaked
(1978) that if Eq. (2) holds then  is also dual to  and so it makes sense to speak
of dual pairs.
Denition 1 is a natural analogue of the duality relation for ladder times of a random
walk in R1. Working directly from this denition Greenwood and Shaked derived
several important properties for dual pairs of sequence stopping times. However, it is
notable that this denition is asymmetric in  and , it is not local in that it involves
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multiple occurrences of the sequence stopping time, and it is non-constructive in that
it is not clear how to generate examples.
The following results address the points mentioned above. Theorem 1, which we
prove in Section 3, provides an alternative, equivalent denition for dual sequence
stopping times which is symmetric and local. Corollary 2, which follows immediately
from Theorem 1, shows how to construct a general dual pair ; .
Theorem 1 (Alternative duality denition). ;  are dual sequence stopping times for
E if and only if the following conditions hold
(i) f!: !^ != g=
; f!_ !=1g= ;,
(ii) f!: rm!=m; m!= n− m; ! 6= ng
= f!: rn−mrn!= n− m; n−mrn!=m; rn!= ng;
(iii) for each n>2,
f!: != ng=
n−1[
m=1
f!: rm!=m; m!= n− m; != ng
and
f!: != ng=
n−1[
m=1
f!: rm!=m; m!= n− m; != ng:
Condition (i) states that precisely one of the dual pair occurs at time 1. Condition (ii)
states that `gluing together' the reverse, up until (!1) (<1), of a path !1 with a
second path !2 for which (!2)<1, produces a new path ! for which exactly one
of the following occurs; (!)= n or rn!= n where n= (!1) + (!2).
Condition (iii) is, in a sense, the inverse of (ii). This condition tells us that on the
set f!= ng (respectively, f!= ng) we can nd m; 0<m<n and two paths !1; !2
such that (!1)=m; (!2)= n − m and ! is related to !1 and !2 exactly as in the
previous comment.
At this point it may help the reader to visualize the above theorem for a simple
case, that of the rst ascending and descending ladder epochs of a walk in R1 (i.e.
E=R1). For example, using the usual convention for representing paths of a walk
in R1, Fig. 1a and b illustrate that Condition (ii) holds. Here let  denote the rst
(strict) ascending ladder epoch and  the rst (weak) descending ladder epoch. First,
consider Fig. 1a. Look forward from the dashed axes at time m; we observe a rst
ascending ladder height relative to these axes on the nal step of the walk. Now, turn
the picture upside down. Looking to the right from the same dashed axes we observe
a rst descending ladder height. Thus, we have `glued' together a `reversed ' with a
`forward ' and, as the gure shows, the resulting path in forward time yields an .
Fig. 1b shows the other possible result of `gluing' together a reversed  and an . In
this case the resulting forward path is not an ascending ladder height, an , however,
turning the gure upside down shows that the resulting reversed path is a .
We now move on to consider how to use the reformulation in Theorem 1 to con-
struct dual times. Recall Conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1 and the commentary
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Fig. 1.
following it. Taken together they state that the only way to produce an occurrence of
a dual time at time n is by gluing together two `shorter' dual time path segments (one
being reversed), and furthermore in doing so exactly one of the dual pair must occur
(possibly in reverse time). However, which of the dual pair is observed by gluing
together two particular `shorter' dual path segments is not determined; we are totally
free in constructing dual times to decide which of  or  has occurred, path by path.
Determining which occurs for each path is the role of the Hi; H
i
 in the following
corollary.
Corollary 2. For each i>1 let J i be an arbitrary subset of the product space E
i=
f(x1; : : : ; xi); xk 2Eg. Let
Hi= f(x1; x2; : : :)2
: (x1; x2; : : : ; xi)2 J ig
be an associated sequence of subsets of the sequence space 
, and for i>1 dene
Hi =(H
i
)
c. Dene the sequence stopping times  and  inductively as follows:
(i) f!: !=1g=H 1 = f!: !=1gc
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(ii) for each n>2,
f!: != ng=
n−1[
m=1
f!: rm!=m; m!= n− mg\Hn
and
f!: rn!= ng=
n−1[
m=1
f!: rm!=m; m!= n− mg\Hn :
Then  and  are dual sequence stopping times. Furthermore, given any dual
pair ;  there exists a sequence of subsets of 
; fHig, of the above form, such
that (i) and (ii) dene  and .
2.1. Examples
It is possible to generate many interesting examples using Corollary 2; below we
include just for two illustration.
(1) Let  and  be dual times and dene g :
!
 by
g(x1; x2; : : :)= (g1(x1); g2(x2); : : :);
where fgi; i>1g is an arbitrary collection of mappings from E into itself. Then the
sequence stopping times g and g are also dual, where g and g are dened by
g(!)= n , (g(!))= n;
g(!)= n , (g(!))= n;
all n.
As a simple illustration of this, consider the case when  and  are the (strict) ascend-
ing and (weak) descending ladder epochs for a walk on R1. Here E=R1; J 1 =(0;1)
and Sn=
Pn
i=1 Xi where Xi is the ith coordinate map. Take gi(x)= x−b, all i, for some
constant b. Then by the above
g= inffi>0: Si>ibg
and
g= inffi>0: Si6ibg
are also dual times, the dening sequence of subsets for these times being Hig =
g−1(Hi).
(2) Let fJ 1 ; J 1 g form a partition of E and let H 1 be of the form described in
Corollary 2. For i>1 suppose Hi 2f;; 
g. Then the corollary tells us how we can
use such a sequence of subsets to dene dual times  and . We consider two spe-
cial cases for illustration; it is interesting to ask what is the description of a general
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dual pair generated in this way. In what follows, suppose N>1 is a given positive
integer.
(i) Let
Hi=


; i6N;
;; i>N:
Then the associated dual times are
 := inffi6N : Xi 2 J 1 g;  := inffi=1; i>N : Xi 2 J 1 g;
where we adopt the convention inff;g=1.
(ii) For i>1 let
Hi=


 if N divides i;
; otherwise:
Dene
Ni=
iX
k=1
1(Xk 2 J 1 )
and let Ni be similarly dened. Then the associated dual times are
 := inffi: Ni>(N − 1)Nig;  := inffi: Ni<(N − 1)Nig:
An alternative way to construct these dual times is as follows. Dene a mapping
g: E!R by
g(x) = (N − 1)−1 for x2 J 1 ;
=−1 otherwise
and take  and  to be the (weak) ascending and (strict) descending ladder epochs for
the random walk Sn=
Pn
i=1 g(Xi).
3. Proof of Theorem 1
We now show the equivalence of the two denitions of dual sequence stopping
times as given in Section 2. When working through these proofs the reader may nd it
helpful to draw pictures for typical sample paths of ascending and descending ladder
heights in R1.
Necessity: Suppose  and  are dual sequence stopping times.
Condition (i): Follows immediately from Eq. (2) with n=1.
Condition (ii): Suppose we can prove that
f!: rm!=m; m!= n−m; !<ng= ;; (3)
f!: rm!=m; m!= n−m; rn!<ng= ;: (4)
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That is, if we glue together a reverse  with a forward  then !>n (Statement (3))
and rn!>n (Statement (4)). Condition (ii) now follows since
f!: rm!=m; m!= n−m; ! 6= ng
= f!: rm!=m; m!= n−m; !>ng
= f!: rm!=m; m!= n−m; n2Mrn!g
= f!: n−mrn!=m; rn−mrn!= n−m; n2Mrn!g
= f!: n−mrn!=m; rn−mrn!= n−m; rn!= ng:
The rst equality is Identity (3) and the second follows immediately from the denition
of duality. The third statement is obtained by writing the event in terms of the path
reversed from the time n, and the nal equality follows from Identity (4).
We now prove Identity (3) for . Identity (4) is the dual statement for . We show
that for all m; k<n,
f!: rm!=m; m!= n−m; != kg= ;:
By duality, rm!=m implies !>m, so the identity is immediate for k6m. For
k>m; != k implies (by duality) rk!>(k −m), which in turn implies (again by
duality) that k −m2Mm!. This contradicts m!= n−m and hence we are done.
Condition (iii): We prove the result for ; the dual result for  follows similarly.
Suppose != n. It suces to prove that rm!=m; m!= n−m for some m. Dene
 by
 := supf0<i<: i− 12M1g:
Note that  is well-dened since, in particular, 02M!. We show that the choice
m=  has the necessary properties.
First note that, since m<n; != n implies !>m and hence, by duality, m2Mrm!.
Furthermore, by denition m− 12M1! and so rm!>m− 1. Combining these two
statements yields rm!=m. Finally, from the denition of m, to prove m!= n−m
it suces to show that n− 12M1!. But != n implies rn!>n− 1, which in turn
implies n− 12M1!, and so we are done.
Suciency: Suppose the sequence stopping times  and  satisfy Conditions (i){
(iii) of the theorem. We show Eq. (2) holds by induction on n. For n=1, Eq. (2)
follows immediately from (i). Furthermore, the equivalent dual statement for  also
holds, namely f!: !=1g= f!: r1!>1g. Suppose that, for each k<n,
f!: k 2M!g= f!: rk!>kg;
f!: k 2Mrk!g= f!: !>kg:
We show these identities hold for k = n. Note that the second identity is the dual of
the rst and we will not explicitly prove this, the proof being identical to that for the
rst; we include it in the hypothesis because we use it in the proof.
Consider ! for which rn!>n. Dene
m := inff0<i<n: i!= n− ig:
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Since n<rn!; rn!=1 by (i) applied to rn!, and thus n−1!=1 showing m6n− 1.
First, suppose m =2M!. Then by the inductive hypothesis we can nd k such that
16rm!= k6m. Let !^ := rn−(m−k)m−k!. We have
(a) rn−m!^= n−m, by the denition of m,
(b) n−m!^= k, by construction of k, and
(c) !^ 6= n− (m− k) since rn!>n.
Thus, by (ii), (a){(c) imply that m−k!= rn−(m−k)!^= n− (m− k), a contradiction
to the denition of m. Thence we must have m2M!. But then n2M! and we have
shown
f!: n<rn!gf!: n2M!g:
Next, consider ! for which n2M!. We rst prove that n− 12M1!, hence by
induction rn!>n− 1, and then we show that rn! 6= n. Taken together these imply
f!: n2M!gf!: n<rn!g;
which completes our proof.
So suppose n2M!. We construct a sequence of times m0>m1>  mk =1 (some
k) such that n−mi 2Mmi! for all i. We start with m0 = ! and use (iii) to decom-
pose this path at some m1<m0 into a reverse  and a forward . Now, decompose this
reverse , again using (iii), at m2<m1, into a reverse  and a forward . We repeat
this until the reverse  ultimately consists of a single step, at which point mk =1, and
we are done.
The argument to show that rn! 6= n is similar to the one above. Supposing rn!= n
we can decompose at some m0 into a reverse  and a forward . Repeatedly decompose
the path, this time decomposing the forward  path at each stage, to prove that
n− 12Mrn−1! and hence, by the inductive hypothesis, !>n− 1. Since n2M!,
we can conclude that != n which, by (ii), contradicts rn!= n.
4. A Spitzer{Pollaczek factorization revisited
We now turn our attention to the Spitzer{Pollaczek factorization for a random walk
in Rd. In this context we need to introduce a probability measure on the correspond-
ing sequence space 
, and sequence stopping times will be specialized to bona de
stopping times. So let (
; fFig;F;P) be a ltered probability space as follows. The
sample space 
 is precisely the sequence space of Section 2 with E=Rd. For i>1,
dene Fi := (Xk : 16k6i), that is the smallest -algebra with respect to which each
Xk; 16k6i, is measurable, and F= (
S
i>1Fi). Let P be some probability measure
on (
;F) such that the co-ordinate random variables Xi are independent with common
distribution function F(A) :=P(!: Xi(!)2A). Now dene the random walk S on Rd
via Sn(!) :=
Pn
i=1 Xi(!) with S0 0.
For any dual pair of stopping times  and  the Spitzer{Pollaczek factorization
formula for the characteristic function ()= E[exp(iX1)] holds:
1− u()= (1−  (u; ))(1−  (u; )); (5)
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where
 (u; )= E[u exp(iS)];  (u; )= E[u exp(iS)]:
Greenwood and Shaked (1978) established the following equivalent to Eq. (5):
− uF =(− H;u)  (− H;u); (6)
where  is a unit mass at 0; H; u(A)=P(S 2A; 6T ); H; u(A)=P(S 2A;
6T ) for A a measurable set in Rd, T is independent of the random walk and
P(T>n)= un. Greenwood and Shaked interpreted (6) in terms of equivalent distri-
butional identities concerning decompositions of the walk stopped at the geometric
time T .
Letting =0 in Eq. (5) (equivalently, taking A=Rd in Eq. (6) and reinterpreting)
we obtain
u=E(u) + E(u)− E(u)E(u) (7)
and letting u=1 in Eq. (6), we obtain
F =G + G − G G; (8)
where G and G are the possibly defective distributions of S and S.
In the next section, we give a direct sample path explanation of the time and space
identities (7) and (8). We could in fact give a direct proof of Eq. (6) by a modication
of the path decomposition we describe below but one of the interesting aspects of our
approach is that it enables a probabilistic separation of time and space.
5. Time
Recall that on the set >2;  is dened by
 := supf0<i<: i − 12M1g:
On the set >2;  can be similarly dened. We will show that identity (7) follows
from splitting the sample path about these random times.
The ground work for establishing the following lemma has been done in Section 2.
Lemma 1a. Let ;  be dual stopping times for a random walk Sn. Then for n>2;
0<m<n;
P(= n; = n− m) + P(= n; =m)=P(=m)P(= n− m):
Proof. We have
P(=m)P(= n− m) =P(!: rm!=m; m!= n− m)
=P(!: rm!=m; m!= n− m; != n)
+P(!: rn−m!= n− m; n−m!=m; != n);
the second equality following by exchangeability and property (ii) of Theorem 1.
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Next, repeated application of the decomposition property (iii) of Theorem 1 shows
that
f!: != n; !=mgf!: rm!=m; m!= n− m; != ng:
The lemma now follows easily by noting the analogous identity with the roles of 
and  interchanged.
Proof of Eq. (7). For 06u<1; we have,
E(u)= uP(=1) +
1X
n=2
n−1X
m=1
unP(= n; =m) (9)
and
E(u)= uP(=1) +
1X
n=2
n−1X
m=1
unP(= n; =m): (10)
By (i) of Theorem 1, the sets f=1g and f=1g partition 
. Summing Eqs. (9) and
(10) we obtain
E(u) + E(u)= u+
1X
n=2
n−1X
m=1
un[P(= n; =m) + P(= n; = n− m)]
and combining this with Lemma 1a yields Eq. (7).
6. Space
The space identity (8) for the case when  and  are taken to be the rst (strict)
ascending and (weak) descending ladder epochs was discussed in Kennedy (1994).
The proof there exploited the fact that the supports of S and S lie in complementary
half-spaces. This is not true for all dual pairs. To cope with a general dual pair we
will need to use the full force of Theorem 1 in Section 2. We begin by proving a
renement of Lemma 1a.
Lemma 1b. Let  and  be dual stopping times for a random walk Sn. Then for
n>2, 0<m<n,
P(S 2A; = n− m; = n) + P(S 2A; =m; = n)
=
Z
Rd
P(=m; Sm 2 du)P(= n− m; Sn−m 2A− u):
Proof. We established in the proof of Lemma 1a that
f!: != n; !=mg= f!: rm!=m; != ng:
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Noting this, together with the analogous identity resulting from interchanging the roles
of  and , we observe that
P(S 2A; =m; = n) + P(S 2A; = n− m; = n)
=P(!: Sn!2A; rm!=m; m!= n− m; != n)
+P(!: Snrn!2A; rn−mrn!= n− m; n−mrn!=m; rn!= n)
and, by Condition (ii) of Theorem 1,
=P(!: Sn!2A; rm!=m; m!= n− m; != n)
+P(!: Sn!2A; rm!=m; m!= n− m; ! 6= n)
=P(!: Sn!2A; rm!=m; m!= n− m)
=
Z
Rd
P(!: rm!=m; Sm!2 du)P(!: m!= n− m; (Sn − Sm)!2A− u)
=
Z
Rd
[P(!: !=m; Sm!2 du)P(!: != n− m; Sn−m!2A− u)]
as required.
Proof of Eq. (5). For the measurable set ARd we have
G(A) =P(S 2A; <1)
=P(S1 2A; =1) +
1X
n=2
n−1X
m=1
P(S 2A; =m; = n) (11)
and
G(A) =P(S 2A; <1)
=P(S1 2A; =1) +
1X
n=2
n−1X
m=1
P(S 2A; = n− m; = n): (12)
Using Lemma 1b and interchanging the order of summations and integration we have
1X
n=2
n−1X
m=1
[P(S 2A; =m; = n) + P(S 2A; = n− m; = n)]
=
Z
Rd
1X
m=1
"
P(!: !=m; Sm!2 du)
1X
n=m+1
P(!: != n− m; Sn−m!2A− u)
#
=
Z
Rd
P(S 2A− u; <1)P(S 2 du; <1)
=G G(A):
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Recall from Condition (i) of Theorem 1 that the events f=1g and f=1g partition

, and hence,
P(S1 2A; =1) + P(S1 2A; =1)=P(S1 2A):
Finally, adding Eqs. (11) and (12) yields
G(A) + G(A)=P(S1 2A) + G G(A)
as required.
Remark. As for the time result our strategy here is to view our path up to time n
as made up of two parts; the time-reversal of the rst part concerns only the rst
occurrence of the stopping time , the second part in forward time concerns only .
Duality tells us that, for the path viewed as a whole up to time n, either  will
occur for the forward path or else  will occur for the reverse path, at time n. The
simplication that arises if the supports of S and S are disjoint is that the location
of Sn determines which of these possibilities must occur. This enables Eqs. (11) and
(12) to be treated separately. In the general case we must add these equations in order
to obtain independence between the two parts of the path.
7. Markov-modulated random walk: space result
One popular way to extend the applicability of standard random-walk techniques
to more practically interesting models is the use of the modelling device Markov-
modulation. For a discussion of applications to queuing theory and computational
aspects see Asmussen and references therein. Here we conne our attention to the
matrix generalization of the space identity (8) by considering a Markov-modulated
(Markov-additive) random walk. In Asmussen (1989), Asmussen proves this result for
the special case where the walk Sn is on R1 and  and  are the (strict) ascending
and (weak) descending ladder epochs. In this section we shall see that the method of
the last section extends to give the analogous result in the more general situation of a
walk in Rd and any dual pair.
Consider the following set-up. Let (
; fFig;F;P) denote the underlying probability
space and take 
 to be the sequence space 
 := f((j0; j1; x1); (j1; j2; x2); : : :); (ji−1; ji; xi)
2EERdg where E is some nite or countably innite set. Let (Jn−1; Jn; Xn) denote
the corresponding co-ordinate map and suppose that the probability measure P is such
that fJng is a Markov chain on E with transition matrix (F(i; j))i; j2E. Suppose, further,
that the law of each Xn is of the form
P(Xn 2A j Jn−1 = jn−1; Jn= jn)= F(jn−1; jn;A)F(jn−1; jn) ;
where, for all n,
F(i; j;A)=P(Jn= j; Xn 2A j Jn−1 = i):
We assume the chain fJng is irreducible and positive recurrent and denote its stati-
tionary distribution by =((j))j2E .
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Now, dene Sn by S0 0 and Sn :=
Pn
i=1 Xi. Then Sn is an example of a discrete
time Markov-modulated random walk: the increment Xn is chosen according to the
current value of (Jn−1; Jn).
Let ~ refer to the dual (or time-reversed) process f( ~Jn; ~Xn)g specied by
~F(i; j;A) =P(J0 = j; X1 2A j J1 = i)
=
j
i
F(j; i;A):
Viewed alone f ~Jng is just the usual time-reversed chain having transition probabilities
~pij =((j)=(i))pji. It also follows that the conditional distribution of the increment
~Xn given ( ~Jn−1; ~Jn)= (i; j) is the same as the conditional distribution of Xn given
(Jn−1; Jn)= (j; i).
Let  and  be dual times. Dene
G(i; j;A)=Pi(S 2A; J= j; <1)
and
G(i; j;A)=Pi(S 2A; J= j; <1)
and let ~G(i; j;A) and ~G(i; j;A) denote the corresponding expressions for the dual
process. Further, set
#G(i; j)=
j
i
~G(j; i):
Let G G denote the matrix with ijth element
P
k2E G(i; k) G(k; j). We have the
following analogue of Eq. (8).
Theorem 3.
#G+G=F +#G G:
Lemma 1c. Let  and  be dual stopping times for a Markov-modulated random
walk Sn (or more generally for the Markov chain f(Jn; Xn)g). For n>2; 0<m<n,
Pi(Sn 2A; Jn= j; =m; = n)
+
j
i
P(Sn 2A; J0 = i; rn= n−m; rn= n j Jn= j)
=
X
k2E
Z
Rd
(
k
j
P(Sm 2du; J0 = i; rm=m j Jm= k)
Pk(= n−m; Sn−m 2A− u; Jn−m= j)
)
:
Proof. The details are left for the reader. The result follows easily using the set
identities of Section 2 in an analogous fashion to the proof of Lemma 1b. Apart
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from bookkeeping the only extra step we need here is to invoke the Markov property
in splitting up the probabilities under the integral sign.
Proof of theorem. Observe that for the measurable set A2Rd we have
G(i; j;A)=Pi(S1 2A; J1 = j; =1)+
1X
n=2
n−1X
m=1
Pi(Sn 2A; Jn= j; =m; = n)
and
~G(j; i;A) =
1X
n=1
P(Sn 2A; J0 = i; rn= n j Jn= j)
=P(S1 2A; J0 = i j J1 = j)
+
1X
n=2
n−1X
m=1
P(Sn 2A; J0 = i; rn= n; rn= n−m j Jn= j):
By Lemma 1c and interchanging the order of summations and integration we have
1X
n=2
n−1X
m=1
Pi(Sn 2A; Jn= j; =m; = n)
+
j
i
P(Sn 2A; J0 = i; rn= n; rn= n−m j Jn= j)
=
X
k2E
Z
Rd
k
j
1X
m=1
P(Sm 2 du; J0 = i; rm=m j Jm= k)

1X
n=m+1
Pk(= n−m; Sn−m 2A; Jn−m= j)
=
X
k2E
Z
Rd
k
i
~G(k; i; du)G(k; j;A− u)
=
X
k2E
#G(i; k) G(k; j)(A):
Further,
Pi(S1 2A; J1 = j; =1)+ ji P
(S1 2A; J0 = i j J1 = j)
=Pi(S1 2A; J1 = j)+Pi(S1 2A; J1 = j)
=F(i; j;A):
Thence,
#G(i; j;A)+G(i; j;A)=F(i; j;A)+
X
k2E
#G(i; k) G(k; j)(A)
and we are done.
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